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Conducting Research with Pedagogues: A Case Study Conceptualizing 1 

the Playground as an Informal Learning Environment 2 

C. Blomgreen, cabb@via.dk 3 

VIA University College, Denmark,  4 

 5 

Abstract 6 

This feature article explores the extent to which a renewed "spatial" attention within fields like science 7 

and education (Latour, 2007; Finnegan, 2008; Fabian, 2016) can yield interesting insights for the 8 

interpretation of outdoor spaces in a Danish kindergarten context. The playground emerges as a 9 

particularly interesting site for understanding the spatial and material sensibilities in the social practice 10 

between children and adults (Gulløv and Højlund, 2005; Garnett-Silven, 1995). 11 

 12 

Data collection and analysis were both grounded in a theoretical overview of the role and interpretation 13 

of the physical environment in everyday life (Wolcott, 1994, Krøijer & Sjørslev, 2018). 14 

 15 
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Introduction 18 

This feature article reports on the findings from the recently completed project "The Playground as an 19 

Informal Learning Environment.” This anthropological study comprised of a single case study, through 20 

which I followed a group of children and pedagogues in a Kindergarten in Denmark over a period of two 21 

years. 22 

 23 

In both society and in research, there is renewed attention to how humans understand, manage and 24 

think about space and materiality as a key aspect in orchestrating social activity (Gregersen and 25 

Skiveren, 2017; Fabian, 2016; Latour, 2007, Bennett, 2015). A "spatial turn" seeks to capture how 26 

phenomena and processes, which have long attracted analytical attention from anthropology, could 27 

facilitate a bridge to other scientific traditions, such as education (Fabian, 2010; Haraway, 2016). 28 

 29 

Theoretically, this research project focuses on the interrelationship between the nature of our 30 

surroundings and our activities (Lerstrup, 2016; Gibson, 2014; Gulløv and Højlund, 2005; Flensborg, 31 

2002; Latour, 2007). The approach to studying this interrelationship, based in a cultural post-humanistic 32 

ontology, seeks to deconstruct and disregard the established hierarchy between the active human and 33 

the passive material world (Latour, 2007; Richard, 2018). With this take, materiality becomes a non-34 

human actor that can offer active resistance and challenge the intentions of consciousness (Latour, 35 

2007). In other words, the material things in the outdoor spaces of the Kindergarten endow an ability to 36 

act and thereby affect the pedagogical practice and the social life of the children, as well as the 37 

relationship between the individual child and the thing or place (Latour, 2007; Gibson, 2014; Lerstrup, 38 

2016, Rasmussen, 2014). On such basis, the project seeks to bring attention to how children play as a 39 

social practice “emerge” from a kindergartens design, interior and location. Specifically, I looked at how 40 

play activities could be related to inquiry-based science activities as a student-guided method aimed at 41 

letting the child be guided by investigations and problem description of what is taking the child 42 

(Tunnicliffe, 2016, Elfstrøm etc., 2012). Through this, the ’naturally found’ materials in the playground 43 

were not just the backdrop of children´s play in the kindergarten, but functioned as a non-human actor 44 

providing sufficient and appropriate challenge in developing emergent conceptions of the nature of 45 

science prompted by the various possibilities offered by the surroundings (Demarest,2015; Lerstrup, 46 

2016, Harlen, 2010). Additionally, the case-study sought to discuss and bring attention to the 47 

pedagogues preassumptions and experience with teaching science as a ‘taught’ practice, or a more 48 

“hands on” practice  meaning a way to learn by testing in practice on the basis of playing. 49 

 50 

In the following, I will give an account of the methodological design and present the essential empirical 51 

findings from the study. 52 

 53 

 54 



 

Context 55 

In 2004 a pre-school curriculum was introduced in kindergarten, daycare and nursery in Denmark. With 56 

this, the pedagogues were to a larger degree, obliged to plan and evaluate the daily work with the 57 

children (EVA, 2015). In this case, the introduction of the pedagogical curriculum contributed to a more 58 

explicit focus of the preconditions of learning through inquiry-based science. 59 

 60 

The starting point for the case study therefore was to follow the interaction between children and the 61 

pedagogues in order to observe how the pedagogues interpreted and translated the wording in the 62 

curriculum and how and in which way the pedagogues made connections between their interactions 63 

with the children and the curriculum. 64 

 65 

I visited the institution several times over a period of 18 months from April 2017 to August 2018 to 66 

collect data. I considered myself a newcomer during my visits. I had to learn about ways of doing things 67 

and how they interpreted their actions. Thus, I spent a lot of time in the playground. 68 

 69 

Occasionally, I felt that I had to step out of the observant adult role and into the pedagogue role with 70 

the reflection that it restricted me from gaining important knowledge but maintained the trusting 71 

relationship that existed with the children in the "adult" category. ". A field note states: “For ethical 72 

reasons, I had to take on a role as a pedagogue. I experienced having to act in relation to the fact that 73 

a child needed me - not necessarily as a pedagogue but as an adult, where there are certain 74 

expectations of as a child that you step in and act when the child experience insecurity or injustice”. 75 

This continuously gave me reflections on how the pedagogues saw me fieldnote 2, 2017, (Rubow, 76 

Overgaard Mogensen & Bundgaard, 2018, s. 41). 77 

 78 

A tour led by one of the pedagogues solidified the final focus for the case-study. The pedagogue told 79 

me that the preschool was part of a project initiated by “Naturvejlederforeningen” (The Danish Rangers´ 80 

Association) to inspire children to examine and explore their surrounding natural environment and its 81 

inhabitants. The project sought this objective by funding and establishing mini habitats that would 82 

function as learning opportunities by attracting critters and bugs to the playground, thus making finding, 83 

observing and studying small creatures more accessible for children and adults alike (field note, 2017) 84 

(Naturvejlederforeningen, 2018; Amit, 2000). The preschool had thus received a mini habitat with the 85 

intention of supporting children’s study and knowledge of animals. However, the pedagogue giving the 86 

tour explained that the experience with the mini habitat was not entirely successful in that both children 87 

and pedagogues were unsure about how to use it. In addition, the pedagogue told me that the children 88 

found a variety of small animals under the many logs that were scattered in the outdoor environment 89 

(field note 2, 2017). This event raised several questions as to how the pedagogues and children 90 

interpreted their playground, including: how the playground milieu in which the pedagogues and children 91 

were being socialized was affecting and shaping their practical competencies in, and the knowledge of, 92 

the subject of science. These questions arose from an understanding that knowledge, experience and 93 

attention were shaped by the physical surroundings (Gibson, 1979; Fabian, 2016; Flensborg, 2004). 94 



 

 Methodological Approach 95 

The actual study timeline of the case study was arranged as two time periods with data collection, 96 

systematizing of the data, coding of the data and analysis. See the visual overview below for a clear 97 

overview of the methodology (Russel, 1994; Wadel, 1991; Amit, 2001; Møhl and Hauge Kristensen, 98 

2018; Rytter and Fog Olwig, 2018; Bundgaard and Overgaard Mogensen, 2018). 99 

 100 

Visual overview of the timeline of the case study 101 

[Phase 1) 102 

 103 

 104 

 105 

 106 

 107 

 108 

 109 

 110 

 111 



 

[Phase 2] 112 

 113 

 114 

Since the pedagogues at the outset were not used to talking about how the spaces and places of the 115 

playground afforded special opportunities for experience, knowledge, play and movement, photos and 116 

video throughout the case study took on greater significance in relation to detailed analysis of the social 117 

activities between material objects, places and children (Davidsen and Kjær, 2018; Krøijer and Sjørslev, 118 

2018, Okely, 1992). The digital media were also a nonverbal support for both pedagogues and children 119 

to develop a language for the routine acts of everyday life and to recall those situations on the 120 

playground (Davidsen & Kjær, 2018; Møhl & Hauge Kristensen, 2018, flyvberg, 2013). 121 

 122 

 123 

 124 

 125 

 126 

 127 



 

Inquiry-based science as a social and “spatial” practice. 128 

 129 

 130 

Figure 2. Photos illustrating the wooden boards that the children often use to build and construct through 131 

play. The photographs are taken in the spring 2018 during the second round of the case study. 132 

 133 

Here we see a child busy playing with the new toys of the preschool. These boards connect and are 134 

incorporated into different forms of play, often as a starting point from which to establish or develop 135 

various games. Several of the children mention the boards as a fun activity. They occupy a place with 136 

a specific materiality, which correspond with the children’s physical, cultural and social competencies 137 

in creating a variety of play (Gibson, 2014; Lerstrup, 2016; Thorbergsen, 2013). One of the pedagogues 138 

discusses the children’s use of the boards: “It’s these sticks… they use them to build beds. They’re 139 

good at building with them. We’re just there to say that if they sit on the long stick, then it’ll break.” 140 

(interview 2, 2018). 141 

 142 

While the pedagogues know that the boards have a special attraction for the children the pedagogue, 143 

however, does not seem to reflect more on the pedagogical or learning potential in this relationship 144 

between child and materiality, but rather describes their own role as a guarantee for upholding the social 145 

and institutional calm and order of the preschool (Kirkeby Gitz Johansen; Kampmann, 2005). 146 

 147 

In the following, I discuss how the children’s social practice, given the action potential of the playground 148 

environment (Lerstrup, 2016; Gibson 2014), foster activities which the pedagogues can develop and 149 

use as an inspiration for the more structured activities in which they work to expand the children’s 150 

knowledge and scientific competencies in line with the curriculum (Elmose, 2007; Tunnicliffe, 2016). 151 

 152 

Analysis--Primary findings from the field of practice 153 

The primary findings, which I explore below, describe the sites, which are observed as "the children's 154 

own places". These are places where children experience a sense of belonging; physically, visually, 155 

sonically, bodily and sensually. The findings also represent “adults’ places for children.” These are 156 

places that are planned, designed and coded by adults with specific meanings aimed at children. 157 



 

Although this is purely an analytical distinction, it can be observed how children often orient themselves 158 

territorially in ways that differ from what was intended by the adults. Even so, there is a complex and 159 

integrated relationship between the categories (Rasmussen, 2006).  160 

Children’s Places: 161 

By comparing the video material and the photos from the places that are coded as “children’s places” I 162 

find that places with a vague functionality are strongly represented in this category. This includes: 163 

thickets and bushes, logs, small inclines, trees, variations in terrain, hills and holes and natural spatial 164 

enclosures, such as those found in wild shrubbery (Kirkeby, Gitz Johansen & Kampmann, 2005). 165 

Children´s places´ like: the water playground, the elf forest and the tree logs, thereof are places that 166 

are functionally weaker coded offer a broad spectrum of potential uses and thereby give children 167 

multiple opportunities for creative interpretation of meaning and function. In the following I will explore 168 

some of the places in details.  169 

 170 

The Water Playground 171 

The following example is an excerpt from a video observation of a group of children playing in a steep 172 

hillside a rainy day in spring 2017. The excerpt aims to describe and comprehend the hillside, named 173 

“the water playground” as a place with a soft functionality that the children relate to. “On the playground, 174 

the children are intrigued by a fairly steep hillside that’s about 3 meters long. When it rained, there was 175 

usually a large pool of water at the foot of the hillside where there was a small indentation. The children 176 

played by having groups organize themselves and sending individual children to the top of the hill to 177 

transport and pour water down the hill while the others directed the flow of the water on its way down 178 

towards the bottom by placing little buckets in the path of the waterflow” (video observation, 2017). 179 

The children had thus independently initiated activity with shaping, moving, digging, building dams, 180 

mixing with other material, arranging and utilizing tools, etc. in their close surroundings--all inspired by 181 

the action potential “water, loose objects and loose material” inherent in their environment. (Lerstrup, 182 

2016). 183 

 184 

The example illustrates how children in their play show an interest for the natural phenomena that they 185 

encounter on the playground. Furthermore, I noticed how elements like water, other loose objects and 186 

materials communicate action possibilities for the children to engage in activities, such as: shaping, 187 

moving, digging, mixing with other material, arranging and utilizing tools, etc.  All skills related to 188 

scientific skills, such as: observing, testing, constructing and examining develop the children´s 189 

emergent conceptions of the nature of science (Suduc, 2015; Elfstrøm etc, 2012). 190 

 191 

By applying an approach in which the material aspects of pedagogy are valued, children’s experiences 192 

in play and in unstructured learning activities in their ‘places are included as relevant to children´s 193 

learning process. Thereby children´s sensibilities and experience in informal learning environment 194 

support the child in experimenting and making the first experiences with scientific ways of thinking and 195 

analysis (Brostrøm, 2015; Frøkjær, 2017; Rasmussen, 2014). 196 

 197 



 

The possible reason for the pedagogues not including those aspects of practice might be best explained 198 

by ingrained expectations in the pedagogical field as to how learning happens; that it develops in a 199 

certain manner within certain contexts (Maynard & Waters, 2007; Ahrenkiel & Rask Petersen, 2016). 200 

This is supported by the initial observation from which I learned that the pedagogues only referred to 201 

the non-structured activities as being relevant to the children’s scientific learning according to the 202 

curriculum in very limited ways (interview 1; field notes 2, 2017). Accordingly, an expression of a 203 

learning vision in which "real" learning is linked to planned activities with a defined learning purpose. 204 

This does not mean that there is no learning activity with playing as a starting point, but probably 205 

indicates that a narrow understanding of learning is dominant in the educational staff. 206 

  207 

The Elf Forest – a secret life 208 

Another example of children’s places was a wild thicket with a small path that followed the hedge around 209 

the preschool and which the children talked about as “Troldeskoven” or “The Elf Forest.” The pictures 210 

below show the passage (The Elf Forest) down along the hedge which the children generally pointed 211 

out as a good place to be. 212 

 213 

 214 

Figure 3. The passage down along the hedge that the children call “The Elf Forest” 215 

 216 

I followed a girl along the passageway. She told me: “This is where I like to be--it’s called The Elf Forest. 217 

Here, you can play family and you can find rain worms. You can also sit on the branches… and then 218 

there are those mushrooms… we are not allowed to eat those” (walk and talk interview, 2018) (Jones 219 

etc., 2008). 220 

 221 

On this guided tour, I found out about how the girl sensed, interpreted and related to her surroundings 222 

through her exploratory and examining behaviours, such as: scratching at branches; digging in the dirt; 223 

and imagining the naturally occurring spaces as part of, and inspiration for, her role play. The Elf Forest 224 



 

was an example of how the children, and not just the girl, related to a specific place as a social and 225 

cultural practice in the kindergarten (Rasmussen, 2014). Through interviews with the pedagogues, I 226 

learnt that they are aware that the children play in the elf forest. One of the pedagogues told me: “The 227 

adults trim the hedge not from the adult understanding of what is practical or pretty but rather based on 228 

observations and the children’s stories about where it is good to be and for example how the hedge or 229 

the thicket can support role play.” (interview, 2018). This passage illustrates how the pedagogue notices 230 

where the children like to be by observing those places that they inhabit and utilize as their own. 231 

  232 

In the follow-up and supplemental interviews with the pedagogues, I asked the pedagogues to 233 

photograph and comment on the spaces that they thought the children occupied in their daily activities 234 

on the playground (field note, 2018). I also asked them how these places could be used to support 235 

children’s acquisition of competencies related to science (Elmose, 2007). The interviews showed there 236 

is less reflection, however, on what kind of science actions these places might inspire. Furthermore, 237 

the first-hand experiences that children make through play such as which habitats earthworms prefer 238 

or how dry sand falls off the stick while wet sand stick to it are not noticed. Seemingly, these pedagogues 239 

have some blind spots – in that this knowledge could actually be qualified into more formal learning 240 

activities by using them as an inspiration and motivation to work towards establishing relevant science-241 

related educational environments for the children, where children learn through more hands on-based 242 

practise that I argue develop their thinking skills, alongside scientific skills (Fisher, 2001; Lerstrup, 2016; 243 

Gibson, 2014; Latour, 2014; Brostrøm, 2015 ).  244 

 245 

The Tree Logs 246 

 247 

Figure 4. The tree logs is a good place to be. 248 

 249 



 

The ‘tree logs’ is an example of a place and an object that had a presence both physically on the 250 

playground but also in the children’s play and interaction with each other, and which stood out in the 251 

data material in both the photographic and video observation of the children and the pedagogues’ 252 

verbalizations of practice.  I was especially interested in how the accessible stubs or logs that lay about 253 

on the playground took up great significance in the everyday practice of the children. Still, I was 254 

uncertain about whether the practice that I observed had emerged gradually through the children’s 255 

testing, negotiations and definitions of the use and meaning of the logs, or if there were also pedagogical 256 

intentions behind, and if so, whether these intentions manifested in the actual use of the logs 257 

(Rasmussen, 2006; Gibson, 2014; Lerstrup, 2016; Latour, 2007). In an interview, one of the 258 

pedagogues talk about how they include the children’s immediate interests and excitement about their 259 

surroundings by designing the playground with the logs. 260 

 261 

Interviewer: ”I have noticed that there are many logs laying around.” 262 

Pedagogue: ”Yes, the City Government sometimes comes by and cut down some trees 263 

out here,. So, then we’ve asked if we could leave the tree logs laying around and let 264 

the children play on them, and that’s not allowed. But then what we did was we sawed 265 

some of them into smaller pieces. They are so heavy that you almost can’t lift them, but 266 

you can just roll them and use them to turn over and find critters.” (pedagogue, 267 

interview, 2018). 268 

 269 

In this example, the pedagogue incorporated the action potential of the surroundings as an opportunity 270 

for supporting a learning environment in which children and pedagogues together can examine and 271 

experiment in a scientific theme (Lerstrup, 2015; Latour, 2007; Gibson, 2014, Otrell Cass, 2015).  272 

Further, the pedagogue tells that: ”...it is actually mostly the children’s logs because when they go 273 

outside, we actually rarely go with them. But when they come and show us the little animals or tell us 274 

that they need a bucket, then we go with them.” (interview, 2018). 275 

 276 

 277 

Figure 5. A plastic box which the pedagogues gave the children for examining the little animals that 278 

they found in the logs. 279 



 

Thus, the pedagogues in this example are not only attentive towards how materiality as function 280 

stimulates the children to move around, turn over, examine, pick at, catch and hold animals, but they 281 

are also working at capturing play by offering specific tools that can support the play and exploration by 282 

the children (Thorbersen, 2013; Fisher & Madsen, 2012). The logs and the interaction around the 283 

material objects that are added to the play activity were exemplary as far as showing when and how 284 

the pedagogues succeed in incorporating the functionalities of the surroundings as a pedagogical 285 

instrument in relation to creating a scientific learning environment (Rasmussen, 2014; Thorbergsen, 286 

2013). 287 

Concluding Remarks 288 

Generally, the findings show that space, materiality and surrounding features were implicit 289 

considerations among the pedagogues when supporting educational activity in children's play 290 

environments.  291 

Data from the observation of and interviews about “children's places showed that pedagogues only 292 

occasionally took into consideration the knowledge and experiences gained from children's play and 293 

behaviour in “children´s own places” outside the didactic organization of adult places for children 294 

(Maynard & Waters, 2007). 295 

 296 

When pedagogues were told about the didactic planning and intention for the outdoor space, the 297 

pedagogues referred primarily to spaces as a setting for an activity. Thus, there was not typically a 298 

thorough reflection in practice about how children’s places can support scientific learning based on what 299 

the child is interested in. Observation and ongoing conversations with the pedagogues in the everyday 300 

life of the preschool did however show certain instances of reflection on how to support learning 301 

environments. Still, the outdoor surroundings as an informal learning environment was not often 302 

mentioned as an explicit consideration, unlike content, form and organization (Brostrøm & Frøkjær, 303 

2016). 304 

 305 

From a pedagogical perspective, it could thus be worth considering working with a functional coding of 306 

the outdoor spaces in relation to how they invite and open-up, as opposed to reject and close-off, 307 

experimenting behaviour in the child’s local environment, in order to strengthen the child’s experience 308 

of having the ability to understand and act within the surroundings in which we all live and relate to our 309 

everyday lives (Louv, 2008; Demarest, 2015, Sjøberg, 2015, Otrell, Cass, 2015, Harlen, 2010). 310 

 311 

Keeping in mind that there is not a one-to-one relationship between actor and space and materiality, 312 

but that groups of children interact differently depending on experience, physical ability, imagination 313 

and interest in relation to the functions in their surroundings that can be used as an inspiration in the 314 

design of pedagogical environments (Ibid; Kirkeby, Gitz-Johansen & Kampmann; Lerstrup, 2016; 315 

Gibson, 2014; Frøkjær & Brostrøm, 2016). 316 

  317 
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